
UNIT 3 

Lesson 1 

Vocabulary  

1. Accommodate (verb) - to do a favor or service for  

2. Alley (noun) - a narrow street or passageway  

3. Apprehensive (adjective) - fearful about what may happen  

4. Bellowed (verb) - cried out in a loud, deep voice  

5. Fate (noun) - unavoidable lot or fortune  

6. Hitch (noun) - an unexpected delay or obstacle  

7. Link (verb) - to join, unite, or connect  

8. Proper (adjective) - suitable, appropriate, or correct for a given purpose  

9. Rush (noun) - the act of making a sudden, swift movement  

10. Strike (verb) - to find suddenly or unexpectedly  

11. Temperamental (adjective) - showing moodiness, sensitivity, or irritability  

12. Tie (noun) - part of a structure that holds together other parts 

Spelling 

1. took  

2. shook 

3. broom 

4. stood 

5. landing 

6. named 

7. hoping 

8. stripped 

9. scoop 

10. amazing 

11. brook  

12. pool  

13. bored  

14. tried  

15. timing  

Challenge  

1. staring  



2. admitted  

3. woodwork 

 

Lesson 2  

Vocabulary  

1. Adventure (noun) - a thrilling or unusual experience or activity  

2. Cast (noun) - the actors in a play or movie  

3. Dialect (noun) - language that is spoken in a particular area  

4. Discrimination (noun) - unfair difference in treatment  

5. Fame (noun) - a widespread reputation, especially for great achievement  

6. International (adjective) - relating to two or more countries  

7. Launch (verb) - to start something with enthusiasm  

8. Lavish (adjective) - given in great amounts, or more than necessary  

9. Pride (noun) - a sense of one’s personal worth or dignity  

10. Prosperous (adjective) - having success, wealth, or good fortune  

11. Symbolized (verb) - served as a symbol for, or represented by something 

else  

12. Timeless (adjective) - unaffected by the passage of time 

Spelling 

1. shower  

2. blown  

3. couch 

4. faster 

5. thinnest 

6. earlier  

7. noun 

8. mouse 

9. older 

10. lightest 

11. clown 

12. slower  

13. glow  

14. know  

15. crowd  



Challenge  

1. happier  

2. fountain  

3. growling 

Lesson 3 

Vocabulary 

1. Abandon (verb) - to give up something completely  

2. Acre (noun) - measure of land equal to 43,500 square feet  

3. Ferry (noun) - a boat that carries things across a narrow body of water  

4. Territory (noun) - land and water under the control of a government  

5. Trade (verb) - to engage in buying and selling  

6. Yoke (noun) - a wooden frame that joins two work animals 

Spelling 

1. daughter 

2. caught 

3. better 

4. less 

5. talk 

6. most  

7. fought 

8. yawn 

9. bought 

10. best 

11. hawk  

12. taught  

13. chalk 

14. least  

15. auto  

Challenge  

1. squawk  

2. worst  

3. launch 



Lesson 4 

Vocabulary 

1. Characters (noun) - marks or signs used as symbols in writing  

2. Literate (adjective) - able to read and write  

3. Mine (verb) - to dig in the earth  

4. Principal (adjective) - greatest or first, as in importance, rank, or value  

5. Surge (noun) - a sudden increase or rise 

6. Treaty (noun) - a formal agreement, especially between nations 

Spelling 

1. scorching  

2. royal  

3. mammal 

4. spoil 

5. insect 

6. moist  

7. voice  

8. oyster  

9. coin 

10. bright 

11. joy  

12. blinding 

13. point  

14. reptile  

15. warm  

Challenge  

1. employer  

2. nocturnal  

3. predator 

Lesson 5 

Vocabulary 

1. Beckoned (verb) - made a signal by moving the hand or head  

2. Converted (verb) - changed from one thing to another thing  



3. Delicate (adjective) - finely skilled or sensitive  

4. Donned (verb) - put on  

5. Flared (verb) - opened or spread outward 

6. Intermission (noun) - the time between events or periods of activity  

7. Internment (noun) - the process of being confined to a certain place during a 

war  

8. Kimono (noun) - a loose robe that is tied with a sash  

9. Orderly (adverb) - free from disturbance, trouble, or violence  

10. Poised (verb) - kept in balance  

11. Sweltered (verb) - suffered, sweat, or became faint from heat  

12. Swished (verb) - moved with a soft, muffled sound 

Spelling 

1. snow  

2. happy  

3. unhappy  

4. town  

5. happier  

6. campers  

7. blue  

8. camping  

9. campus  

10. flew  

11. decamp  

12. refuse  

13. rule  

14. happily  

15. cue  

Challenge  

1. encampment  

2. polluted  

3. tissue 

 

Lesson 6 



Vocabulary 

1. Blooming (adjective) - in flower, or blossoming  

2. Brigade (noun) - a group of people organized for a specific purpose  

3. Bristles (verb) - to be full of or covered by something  

4. Deep (adjective) - great in degree or intense  

5. Depot (noun) - a railroad station or bus terminal  

6. Order (noun) - a request for goods  

7. Precious (adjective) - having great value or cost  

8. Rustle (verb) - to make a series of soft, fluttering sounds  

9. Saplings (noun) - young trees  

10. Spindly (adjective) - having a tall, slender shape  

11. Stables (noun) - buildings where horses and cattle are kept and fed  

12. Sweep (verb) - to move, bring, or carry with a swift movement 

Spelling 

1. shook  

2. scoop  

3. timing  

4. couch 

5. slower  

6. crowd  

7. caught 

8. yawn 

9. chalk  

10. voice  

11. joy 

12. scorching  

13. snow  

14. rule  

15. fuel  

Challenge  

1. admitted  

2. worst  

3. view 


